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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Robotic technology has affected the education field, and even early education
involves robot to attract Kids. Technical education is the notion of giving
students knowledge of robots and technology. The main contribution of our
research is to provide an interactive way of learning for kids through play and
fun method. Two approaches proposed here: first, we provide an interactive
game by touching robots body parts to teach kids how they were practising
their motoric nerve and the listening to the instruction. In this game, kids asked
to find some robot parts such as right hand, or left hand, where it equipped
with a tactile sensor. The game difficulty can be increased by setting up the
time limit for the answer and make kids touch the body parts of the robot very
fast. The second learning method is practising number counting and
pronunciation with NAO Robots. The robots will do computer vision
processing to analyse and pronounce the kids handwriting with an artificial
neural network. The result of implementation has obtained more than 75%
success rate on recognition part with loss es than 0.6. The system received
strong appreciation from kids and their parent, while this research believed
able to attract kids to study in interactive and fun ways.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Robots recently already used widely in several aspects of our life, and most of the robot services
are in the industry [1]. However, robots slowly integrate into the daily life of a human, and they will
adapt to the activities in school, home, etc. Its will give an impact on the kid's social life and scholarly progress.
As a concern, better thoughtfulness must be imposed on top of in what way robots can be part of the education
system and assimilated with children live [2]. The advance of technology makes enhance the possibility of
robots as a useful tool for learning process, and it can be used to teach computers parts, electronics, machine
and linguistic [3]. Based on the current study, kids tend to perform superior on post-education examination,
and they are more attracted to the robots rather than books or tape. It's because of Children see the robot as
new things that used as "toys" for studying the language [4].
The goal of this research is to produce a robotic application that can help kids to make social
interaction as well as develop early skills such as counting number and alphabet pronunciation. Nowadays,
Autism kids also involved studying with the robot because of robots is considered as educational material such
as LEGO Mindstorm for teaching logic and simple programming [5]. Social robotics also become attention
when robots have equipped with emotional expression and can provide more attractive interaction. Some
advanced countries use various robots in every sector: industry, military, education, medical, etc., Australia,
German, Japan, Korea, United States of America and Netherland [6-10].
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A robot used with intention introduce information technology and program design and to train scholar
students with machinery [11]. In Dutch high school, students were progressively taught with practical topics
using robots [12]. Study plan typically comprises ﬁrst a preliminary outline to robotic programming and
students apply their understanding principally by building their robots [13-15]. The starter stage usually helps
when the students or even the academic arrangement is inexperienced with robot usage in teaching. The student
who creates the robot will have tight possession then increase the attention of students [12]. They can bring
and play with their robots at home, e.g., in Macquarie University Australia, they made kids converse the idea
of rotations and transformations using the robot [8].
The path route of the robot is for teaching angles and geometry. Other cases of robot utilization in
education are teaching kids kinematics and song instrumentation with the robot in Korea [16-17]. Another area
is the exploitation of robotics application to demonstrate foreign linguistic, e.g., English was educated to
children in Japan by "Robovie" in Kyoto [9] as well as Taiwan [17]. In term of emotional expression, some
researcher has to conduct observation toward humanoid robot walking, and agent behaviour inside the crowd.
These emotional behaviour are essential toward robotic realism where they can mimic the real human when
performing interaction [18-22].
This research aims to use a robot for teaching kids through Game and character recognition. The first
Game will help student on listening to English language. In contrast, the second application will make
interaction with a student by pronouncing the character that kids has written in the paper.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
Children can choose two learning methods, and whether they want to play with the touch game or
they can write a number in white paper and show to Nao, then Nao will capture the image and start to analyse
the character.
Materials:
1) Material for experiments: Nao Robots with sonar, bump and tactile sensor. Camera for computer vision
and speaker for speaking features, Nao also have a mic to capture the voice command from the student.
2) Computer with high-end Processor and Graphics for processing. The detail of NAO sensor is depicted in
Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. NAO Sensor, Image courtesy of Alysis [23], NAO actuator and sensor image courtesy aldebaran [24]

With numerous sensor, NAO is capable of responding with a simple conversation with kids by merely
waving his hand and say “hello” and he also capable of making simple response such as “I’m good, how about
you” etc. The NAO robot will speak the recognised character. The recognition will use an artificial neural
network for the recognition process. The body touch required sensor stimulation for initiating action such as
applauding if the answer correct and ask to touch the right sensor again. The kids will have two ways of
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communication with the robot that can enhance the immersion of learning for the Kids. The methodology of
the project is consist of three main processes, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Methodology of NAO-Teach

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed research aims to strengthen the kid's mind and their motoric function, and the first stage
is encouraging their motoric by receiving instruction through hearing and optic nerve. Their motoric will be
executed when they did with the observation and thinking process. This research has two main features which
are capable of providing the kids with fun educational tools:
3.1. Motoric Challenge for kids
Kids will be asked to touch a part of the robot's body, and then the robot will verify whether the kids
touch the correct sensor or not. If the answer right, Nao will give applause and appreciation to kids with a
happy expression, however, if the answer not correct, nao will ask kids to choose the accurate sensor to be
touched. These practices will influence children knowledge toward human body anatomy because NAO is kind
NAO-Teach: helping kids to learn societal and theoretical knowledge with… Ahmad Hoirul Basori)
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of humanoid robot which resembles the human body parts itself. These practices can help kids to practice their
listening of English words and their motoric nerve to locate the precise sensor. Figure 3 shows the
demonstration of touch my head game. Refer to Table 1 for conversation between NAO and kids.

Table 1. Learning Conversation between Nao and Kids
Tasks
Game Selection

Touch Nao head

Scenario
Kids will be welcomed by NAO by introducing
his name and the way of game being played. E.g.
Phrase “Hello Kids, My Name NAO, Nice to meet
you. We will played together nicely”
Kids will be asked to touch Nao Forehead.
“Kids, touch my head“

Touch Nao Left Hand

Kids will be asked to select Nao Lefh hand
“Kids, touch my left hand ”

Touch Nao Right Hand

Kids will be asked to select Nao Right hand
“Kids, touch my right hand”

Touch Nao Right Foot

Kids will be asked to select Nao Right Foot
“Kids, touch my right foot”

Touch Nao Left Foot

Kids will be asked to select Nao Left Foot
“Kids, touch my left foot”

Affected Motoric/ Nerve
Hearing
Visual
Haptic/Sense of touch
Hearing
Visual
Haptic/Sense of touch
Hearing
Visual
Haptic/Sense of touch
Sensory Neuron
Hearing
Visual
Haptic/Sense of touch
Sensory Neuron
Hearing
Visual
Haptic/Sense of touch
Sensory Neuron
Hearing
Visual
Haptic/Sense of touch
Sensory Neuron

Figure 3. Kids are asking to do interaction with NaO
While Figure 4 shown the choregraphe implementation to control the NAO a robot movement,
how it moves, respond and receive stimulation. NAO will respond when kids touch one of NAO body parts
such as hand, leg or head. Every movement will be executed by python code that bundled inside choregraphe
(refer to Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Choregraphe design Nao Interaction

Figure 5. Phyton Code for NAO motion control

3.2. Handwriting Recognition
There are several steps for the handwriting recognition such as:
a) Preprocessing
b) Segmentation
c) Feature Extraction
d) Classification
NAO-Teach: helping kids to learn societal and theoretical knowledge with… Ahmad Hoirul Basori)
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Pre-processing phase can be divided into several stages:
“Size normalization”: This stage used to edit the image and the size standard using “Bicubic interpolation”.
“Binarization”: Convert the grayscale image into binary image by thresholding technique
“Smoothing”: Reduce the broken edge of the image
“Edge detection”: Method to detect the boundary of image by comparing with neighbouring intensity.
After scanning the character, the image is under “pre-processing” stage that will remove the noise,
and “binarization” in order to produce text from image. The image from “pre-processing” stage is classififed
into lines, words and characters. Explanation is given to the below.
a) Segmentation of Line: isolate line from text
b) Segmentation of Word: parsing and isolate between word to word
c) Character Recognition: neural network is used to recognised the letter.
We used phyton based neural network for character recognition because it has the same platform as NAO
choregraphe engine. The result of character recognition is shown in Figure 6. The basic calculation of the
neural network to find optimum weight and biases can be computed through cost function (1) [25]:
a)
b)
c)
d)

𝐶(𝜔, 𝑏) ≡

1
∑‖𝑦(𝑥) − 𝑎‖2
2𝑛

(1)

ω denotes weights,b is the biases, n is number of training, a is vector of output if x is input.

Figure 6. Recognized handwriting character

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Recognition Evaluation

The hand writing database is used based on MNIST database [26]. Figure 7 shows the recognition
result is quite promising when its reach 75% recognition rate and the loss value less than 0.6. Its can be achieved
due to we ask the kids to write the character on the blank white paper to ease NAO recognize the handwriting.
The children are quite sophisticated and happy to follow the character pronunciation of NAO.
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4.

CONCLUSION
The learning with robots are interesting for kids; the content of play and fun are affecting the result of
the learning process. Kids are motivated by touch my head game, where they can study to listen to instruction
and conduct the task properly. The character recognition also plays an important role, how NAO recognises
the kids writing, and it can be spelt back towards them. In this case, the kids can learn how to pronounce
English much better. The robot was able to achieve a high recognition rate for 75 % for Kid's handwritten. The
testing accuracy is raising since the beginning of epoch and reach more than 75% during the 200 cycles, while
loss rates are similar between the training and testing phase. It means The NAO can predict ad capture the
information written by a kid. As future works, a lot of features that can be added later on, especially the
interaction can produce through a more complicated game for learning.
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